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I . INTRODUCTION

1. The General Assembly, by its resolution 44/26 of 20 November 1989, requested
the Secretary-General ,  titer-aliB  to  present  to  i t  at  i ts  forty- f i f th and
forty-sixth sessions a report !deitifying  the needs of States in regard to the
development and management of ocean resources and the measures currently taken by
States and by the competent international organizations in responding to those
needs, and to suggest methods and mechanisms for maximising  opportunities for the
early  real izat ion for  al l  States , during the decade beginning ‘II 1990, of the
benefits of the comprehensive legal regime established by the United Nations
Convention  on the Law of the Sea. -l/

2. The present report is the first part of the response to the General Assembly’s
request. It provides a review of the needs of States in the development and
management of ocean resources under the regime established by the Convention. The
second part of the response will provide an overview of the measures currently
being taken by States and by the competent international organizations and, in
response to the needs identified, will deal with methods and mechanisms for
maximizing the opportunities of States for the realization, during the 199Os, of
the benefits of the new ocean rigime. That report will be presented to the General
Assembly at its forty-sixth session.

3. In order to obtain the most accurate information on the needs of States, the
Secretary-General, following the adoption of the above-mentioned resolution, sent a
note verbsle to all Member States of the United Nations and to Permanent Observers
requesting such information. A letter was also sent to 35 competent international
organizations requesting information for the same purpose. As at 31 October, the
following 23 States and Permanent Observers had replied to the Secretary-General’s
communication: Barbados, Canada, Chile, China, Denmark, Germany, Honduras, India,
Japan, Kuwait, Mali, Morocco, Nigeria, Oman, Philippines, Sri Lanka, Sweden,
Switzerland, Thailand, Togo, United Republic of Tanzania, United States of America
and Yemen. The following programmes and organizations of the United Nations system
had also replied to the communications addressed by the Secretary-General: United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)z  United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP);  Office of the United Nations Disaster Relief Co-ordinator
(UNDRO);  United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP);  Economic Commission for
A f r i c a  (ECA), Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) and
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP). Responses were
also received from the following specialized agencies: Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO), International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO), International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD), International
Labour Organisation (ILO), International Maritime Organization (IMO),  International
Telecommunication Union (ITU), United Nations Educational,  Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO), Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO
(UNESCO/IOC),  United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), World Meteorological Organization (WMO),
World Tourism Organization (WTO) and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).
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4. The following international organizations also responded to the
Secretary-General’s communication: Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA); Organization for
Indian Ocean Marine Affairs Co-operation (IOMAC); Organization of African Unity
(OAU)l Organisation of American States (OAS) and Permanent Commission for the South
P a c i f i c  (CPPS)c The present report is based on the information provided in the
above-mentioned responses, The Secretary-General wishes to acknowledge the value
of all the contributions he has received.

5. The present report also utilises the information contained in the reports of
the representatives of various States presented at three recent international
meetings dealing with relevant issues. The three international meetings are as
follows I

(a) Conferance on Economic, Scientific  and Technical Co-operation in the
Indian Ocean in the field of Marine Affairs in the context of the New Ocean
Rdgime  t The first ministerial-level meeting was held at Colombo, from 26 to
28 January 19c7 and the second ministerial-level meeting, at Arusha, United
Republic of Tansania, from 3 to 7 September 1990. The following States were
represented in the latter meeting8 Australia, Bangladesh, Burundi, China, France,
Federal Republic of Germany, India, Indonesia, Iran (Islamic Republic of), Italy,
Kenya, Malawi, Malaysia, Mozambique, Nepal, Pakistan, Poland, Saudi Arabia,
Seychelles, Sri Lanka, Somalia, Sudan, Uganda, United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland, United Republic of Tanzania, United States of America, Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, Yemen, Zambia  and Zimbabwe.

(b) The Expert Group Meeting on Sea Use Planning and Coastal Area Management
(countries of the Latin American and Caribbean region, as well as other countries
from outside the region of the activities that are relevant for the countries in
the region), was held at Santiago, from 28 November to 1 December 1989. Reports
were presented byr Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Jamaica, the
Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the United States of America.

(c) Meeting of tho Group of Experts of States Members of the Zone of Peace
and Co-operation of the South Atlantic - Implementation of the 1982 United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea, especially with respect to the uses of the oceans
and their resources (Brazzaville, 12-15 June 1990),  at which reports were presented
by: Argentina, Benin, Brazil, Cameroon, Cape Verde, Congo, CGte d’Ivoire,
Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Namibia,
Nigeria, Sao Tome and Principe, Senegal, Togo, Uruguay and Zaire.

6. Furthermore, the report takes account of resolutions adopted by
intergovernmental bodies within the United Nations system and the deliberations of
the General Assembly under the agenda item on the law of the sea. It also draws
upon reports and publications of the United Nations system and of other
international organizations, both global and regional, act ive in marine af fairs .
The annual reports of the Secretary-General to the General Assembly under the law
of the sea item (A/43/718,. A/44/650 and Corr. 1 and A/45/563) provide information on
the developments in marine related fields. Those reports and the present report
should be treated as complementary in reviewing activities at the global level.
The ongoing and prospecti*Je  programrnes  and activities of the United Nations and its
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agencies and bodies and of funding institution6 active in the field of marine
affairs are not covered in the present report.

7, The present report provides a review of the major requirements of States for
development of the ocean sector. The applicability of the needs expressed in the
review to any particular country would depend on the degree of its progress in
marine sector development. The level  of national  act ivity  ref lects  to  a  great
extent the level of development of the countries concerned. As such, the needs of
countries range from basic needs in the case of those which &re not in a position
to take or have not taken any substantial measures to develop the ocean potential
provided by the Convention to those countries which have some capabilities and have
taken early init iat ives in securing jurisdict ion over  the i r  extended marit ime
aones # adopting ocean development policies and implementing progrsmmes and
projects . To the extent that such a disparity exists in national experience, the
report reflects the whole range of needs. In identifying needs, references in the
report are sometimes based on the positive experiences of the more advanced
countries in ocean resource development, since such development is a sound basis
for assessing needs of other States that are aiming to further their level of
development. Experiences in a region or subregion are highly relevant to the
development of methods and mechanisms for other States of the same region and, when
appopr iate, of other regions.

8, While the needs of States are expressed as being current, they would in many
cases be ongoing and prospective needs that extend over several years. Responding
to them and fulfilling those Objective8  would take a corresponding period of time.
To that extent, the needs may be considered to be those applicable to the decade of
the 1990s. There may, however, be shifts in needs and priorities and development
goals , as new proWems are encountered and experience demands.

9. A comprehensive review of the efficacy of measures currently unGertaken  to
evaluate appropriate national, regional and global responses to the needs
identified, and to evaluate alternative strategies, methods and mechanisms for
maximizing the opportunities of States for the realization of benefits, will
require carrying out an in-depth study of practical experiences and ongoing
activities of a cross-section of States and of compatent organizations and
institutions at the national and regional levels. It would also require a review
and evaluation of  act ivit ies ,  current  and prospect ive,  at  the international  level
by intergovernmental conferences and bodies and the programmes  of international
organiaations  with competence8 in marine-related activities.

10. The follow-up to the present report will also take into account its
ccnsideration  by the General Assembly, as well as comments and observations of
Member States, international organizations and institutions.
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I I . POTENTIALS AND CHALLENGES OF OCEAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
UNDER THE OCEAN REGIME ESTABLISHED BY THE CONVENTION

11. The regime for the oceans contained in the 1982 United Nations Convention on
the Law of the Sea offers rich promise for all countries, especially the developing
countries, which are increasingly turning to the ocean and its resources to fulfil
their nutritional needs, to satisfy their energy requirements and to meet their
demands for new or supplementary sources for raw materials. They are drawn to the
potential  offered by addit ional  uses of  the seas , by supplementary food sources and
the other resources of vastly expanded areas of marine jurisdiction, by new marine
technologies that could enhance existing activities, and by the more efficient
management of the ocean sector, to eradicate malnutrition, alleviate poverty and
raise the living standards of the poorest of their poor.

12. However, although the Convention confers rights under which States may explore
and exploit ocean resourcesI these rights have not, in actual fact, been translated
into tangible  or  substantial  benef its  for  most . The difficulties faced by many
States, especially developing States, that are yet unable to reap the benefits
under the new rhqime, are several and varied. There is a lack of awareness of the
total development potential of the marine sector, national capacity for development
has beer strained, and capabilities in the ocean sector are limited. Available
financing and external assistance has been insufficient. In the few cases where it
has been available, the level of international financing has been minimal. Other
national priorities have consumed scarce financial resources and funding for
enhanced activity in the ocean sector is thus virtually non-existent at present.
While marine technology has advanced rapidly,
is beyond the reach of most.

the acquisition of new technologies
For instance, severai  developing countries are

inadequately equipped to deal with the envirorznental  implications of marine
development and other ocean uses; they cannot respond to catastrophies or threats
to the ocean ecology. The development of skilled manpower in the several
disciplines is yet a distant goal to many.

13. The Convention on the Law of the Sea lays emphasis on the need to promote the
development of the marine scientific and technological capacity of developing
States, States are encouraged in particular to promote such development with
regard to the expioration, exploitation, conservation and management of marine
resources, the protection and preservation of the marine environment, marine
scientific research and other activities in the marine environment compatible with
the Convention in order to accelerate the social and economic development of the
developing States  (art ic le  266) .

14. Member States, especial ly  developing Statas, have repeatedly brought to the
attention of the General Assembly their increasing need for information, advice and
assisLance,  &pr al ia ,  in  their  developmental  process  for  the ful l  real ization of
the benefits of the comprehensive legal rhqime established by the Convention. The
Assembly has consistently called upon the Secretary-General to continue to assist
States in the implementation of the Convention and in the development tif a
consistent and unified approach to the legal rGqime thereunder, as well as in their
national, subregional and regional efforts towards the full realization of the
benefits therefrom, and has invited the organs and organizations of the United
Nations system to co-operate and lend assistance in these endeavours.
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15. The General Assembly has further recoqniaed that the Convention encompasses
all uses and resources of the sea and that all related activities within the United
Nations system need to be implemented in a manner consistent with it. It has
expressed deep concern for the current state of the marine environment and has been
mindful of the importance of the Convention for the protection of the marine
environment . The Assembly has further recoqniaed that the protection and
preservation of the marine environment will be significantly enhanced by the
implementation of applicable provisions of the Convention and it has called upon
Member States and other members of the internaticnal  community to strengthen their
co-operation in the conservation of marine living resources, including the
prevention of the use of fishing methods and practices that can have an adverse
impact on the conservation and management of marine living resources.

16. The urgency to realize the benetits  from the ocean regime prompted Member
States to launch a systematic endeavour, first, to identify what needs to be done
with regard to ocean resource devtilopmentt  second, to examine what is currently
being doner and third, to determine how the gap can be filled.

17. It is in this context that the General Assembly has called upon the
Secretary-General to review and provide a report identifying tha needs of States in
regard to the development and management of the ocean resources. The request to
the Secretary-General also called for an overview of the measures currently taken
by States and competent international orqanizations  in responding to those needs
and for suggestions as to methods and mechanisms for maximiaing opportunities for
the early realization for all States of the benefits of the comprehensive legal
regime established by the Conventicn, during the decsde beginning in 1990.

10. There was widespread support for the in;tiative taken in requesting these
studies, which would galvanize the human, financial and technical resources
necessary for the early realization of the vast potential and enormous promise of
the ocean’s resources. The initiative was also intended to indicate to
international organizations and specialized agencies concerned with marine affairs
that  they should,  in accordance with the’r  respect ive  pol ic ies ,  intensi fy
f inanc ia l , technological , organizational and managerial assistance to the
developing countries ,  in  particular ,  in  their  national  ef forts .

I I I . NATIONAL OCEAN DEVELOPMENT POLICY

19. National policy formulation and decision-making in ocean resource development
and management raise complex issues, cover a variety of rights and concomitant
duties , span a range of governmental and international activity, involve several
sectors of activity and encompass many diverse disciplines. Given these
implications, the development and management of ocean resources call for a
co-ordinated, centralized and highly sophisticated development response. This can
only be addressed through an effectively integrated national ocean resource
po l i cy . It has been emphasized t?lat countries, particularly  coastal  developing
countries, need a better global knowledge of the various implications of the
Convention on the Law of the Sea, regarding the maritime zor.es and their resources,
in order to gain a better undsrstanding of the marine dimension within their
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national competence, and this would lead to the establishment of rational marine
p o l i c i e s .

20. A significant issue that faces the global community is that, although the
rights conferred under the Convention are balanced by corresponding obligations,
there is a tendency to secure and exercise the rights but to relegate the
fulfilment of obligations to a place of secondary importance. These ohliqationS
relate, titer  alia, to the freedom of navigation, the protection and preservation
of the marine environment and the conservation of living resources4 There have
been instances when States, in exercising their rights, have neglected the rights
of third States by failing to observe them or by acting in a manner incompatible
with the requirements of the Convention, There is a need for correcting this
situation. There is also the need to maintain a balance between development and
the environment (article 193). The opportunities for increased resource extraction
and the prospects of new and beneficial uses have to recognize and respond to the
hazards of environmental daqradation of the seas which have caused global concern
in recent years.

21. The enjoyment of rights and compliance with duties cannot be effected in a
piecemeal fashion. They can only be addressed through co-ordinated and concerted
action on a number oi fronts. The demands for formulating an integrated marine
policy and for the development of a co-ordinated response flow also from the
resource development potential and its prospective contribution to national
economies. While traditional uses of the seas have in many cases been restricted
to fisheries and maritime transport only, technological developments have clearly
shown that the future of mankind may well hinge on the vast and as yet untapped
living and non-living resotirce;  of the sea. The ocean is considered to be a
relatively new area of activity for the policy makers in Governments of many
countries. A full awareness of the economic potential is vital for national
planning and should influence the determination of development priorities, Efforts
should be geared towards the expressed need to broaden the awareness of
Governments, their policy makers, prospective investors, and the general public, of
the resource potential of the ocean bordering them, as well as to enhance the
skills of personnel for managing these areas.

22. It  is  therefore  not  surpris ing that , while some Governments have already taken
the necessary steps to develop a national ocean policy and to establish integrated
ocean management, it is still the predominant and unfulfilled need of most
developing coastal States. Even some developed States that have taken early steps
to organize national ocean policy have achieved only limited success. Developing
countries are in a position to determine what patterns of national organization are
more appropriate for the present and probable future uses of the oceans and what
kinds of training would be most appropriate for officials staffing national marine
policy-making establishments. Experience with advanced maritime countries would
suggest several criteria that should guide developing countries. 21

23. The many and varied activities that States have to undertake as n consequence
of the new legal rigime require that ocean resource development should provide L
balance among the multiple uses and between environmental protection and
development and should deal with the necessary trade-ofis  involved in establishing
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national  priorit ies . In that respect, the Convention is seen as providing a
comprehensive and integrated framework for marine resource development and for the
management of its uses.

24. In qeneral, the objectives of marine resource development have been identified
as followsr increasing national income; contributing to improvements in living
conditionsr increasing food and protein availabilityt  providing new sources of
enerslz increasing raw material availability; creating employment; increasing
foreign exchange availability: and introducing new technology. The need for
developmental activities aimed at Lhe achievement of these objectives, as well as
the need for devising the necessary ptlicy instruments, was uniformly expressed by
States. In devising the optimal and integrated set of objectives, due regard has
to be given to ensuring the freedom of navigation, conservation of living resources
and the protection and preservation of the marine environment. The selection of
the optimal set of integrated objectives and devising the necessary policy
instruments has essentially to be addressed by the States themselves. However,

%o.ne States , especially developing countries, clearly indicated that they require
assistance in carrying out such a complex exercise. J/

25. In view of the dramatically increased administrative challenge under the
integrated marine resource policy approach, most States expressed the need for a
more co-ordinated and cohesive institutional arrangement, moving away from the
traditional dispersed approach. Tradit ional  division of responsibi l i t ies  within
Governments has resulted in tho allocation of competences over different aspects of
ocean uses and ocean resource exploitation, often jo intly  with aspects  of
land-based activity. In many cases, there has not been a review of marine-related
activity  in a  s ingle  integrated context . Many States seek assistance in devising
appropriate institutional arrangements, based on the experience of other States
that have successfully addressed the matter,

IV. INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS

26. While planning must be systemic interlinkinq the multiple uses of the marine
environment, it must also be functionally directed. There is also a need to rank
objectives in terms of priority and to set a time horizon for each, balancing short
term and long term interests and consequences. The main task of executive
leadership lies in attem;tinq  to control both dimensions of the policy process,
namely, decisions and implementations. Within the several sectors of
marine-related act ivity , the management implications of an integrated ocean
resource policy should take into account (a) the integration of the requirements of
the Ccnvention into national  legis lat ion: (b) securing and applying the management
information and data that is relevant to the taking of management decisions:
(c) development of national capabilities: and (d) satisfying environmental concerns
and requirements.
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A. Wationofthe reuuirements  o f  t h e  C o n v e n t i o n  ~Q&Q
a l  lem

27. The comprehensive legal framework under the Convention provides the foundation
for the use of the ocean and the development and management of its resources. It
is fundamental to rational development and management that there should be
compliance with the internationally agreed legal framework and that the laws and
regulations of States should conform with the Convention, To do otherwise would
result in protests and repudiations from third States that could jeopardize
peaceful uses and hinder resource development. A stable legal order is a
prerequisite for proper mz.nacrement  a* 1 for securing investment and international
funding to support national marine-reletAd efforts.

28. Many States have adopted umbrella provisions to bring extended maritime aones
within national jurisdiction and to secure the rights accorded to them under the
Convention. However , in  order  to  secure  those r ights ,  States  must  f irst  del imit
their maritime boundariesr  they must adopt more detailed regulations and practices
for the management and de*relopme.?t  of marine resources, and national legislation
must be adapted and be harmoniaed with the requirements of the Convention. In
order to undertake all t.‘@ .* R tasks, developing countries would need assistance.
Assistance from developea  c:ounC.ries  for this purpose is available and a community
of purpose is seen.

29. The establishment of J monsistent  set of national laws and regulations
requires a comprehensive review of existing legislation and a thorough assessment
of needed changes. Several States have expressed a need for assistance in their
l eg i s la t ive  endeavours. States of a region or subregion have individually and
jointly expressed their need to ensure the development of a uniform and consistent
legislation and practices and the furtherance of effective co-operation in the
application of the provisions of the Convention.

B. Need for information and data

30. Sustainable development of resources requires comprehensive data on a variety
of  Dhysical, chemical , biological and environmental parameters. The keys to
exercising coastal State rights over the resources of the ocean are knowledge,
understanding and technology. Ocean mapping and resource delineation are critical
f irst  steps in the successful  exploration of  this  new frontier . The need for
scientific information and technology development, whether applicable to
traditional uses or to new avenues, has been widely expressed. In the area of
f i sher i es , for example, in order to evaluate resource potentials, to adopt
appropriate conservation measures and to maximize harvesting of resources, it was
repeatedly pointed out that an urgent need existed for determininq the maximum
sustainable  yields  for  di f ferent  species , for establishing the harvesting capacity
of a coastal State, for determining the available surplus and for establishing the
terms and conditions of access to the available surplus. Data, information ancl
capabilities are needed to establish such requirements as exploitation rates,
conservation zones during specified periods and specification as to permitted
equipment, gear and methods, as appropriate. In respect of the non-living
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resources within extended jurisdictiors, a need was expressed for geophysical
prospecting, surveys, mapping and assessments of potential resources.

31, The obligations of coastal States to other States are also intrinsically
linked to scientific information and data. For instance, coastal States are under
an obligation to provide navigational aids and to establish sea lanes and traffic
separation schemes for the safety of navigation and of life and property at sea,
While tAs obl igation appl ies  to  navigation through t!le terr itor ial  ma and straits
used for international. navigation, i t  i s  equa l ly  app l i cab le  t o  ar t i f i c ia l  i s lands ,
installations and structures in the exclusive economic zone, or on the continental
shelf  (art ic les  60 and 80). In this regard, the need for marine meteorological
forecasts and warnings, information on ocean wave conditions and forecasts, as well
as for modelling  and early warning systems, have been expressed.

32. While legislation establishing the breadths of various maritime zones have
been promulgated, in many cases, most States have yet to establish the limits of
*he continental shelf where it extends beyond the exclusive economic aone in
accordance with article 76 of the Convention. As a result of the various technical
specifications of the Convention with regard to delimitation, including that
baselines and all maritime boundaries be shown on charts, or defined by a list of
co-ordinates referenced to a specific geodetic datum, and that the low-water line
and/or a system of straight baselines be used to establish baselines, technical
assistance has been sought with regard to8 (a) hydrographic data and nautical
charting;  (b) geophysical  data ielating to sediment thickness; and (c) bathymetric
data.

33. In addition, assistance was sought to improve the status of hydrographic data
and hydrographfc services for,  inter ali&, seaborne  t rade  in i t s  r e la t i on  t o  t h e
safety of navigation (updated charts), protecting  the coast from oil pollution (for
example, oil pollution caused by tankers because of the lack of accurate charts or
lack of knowledge of the currents and tidal streams), the fisheries industry, the
protection and preservation of the marine environment, and the development of ports
and herbours,

34. In this regard, needs were expressed in relation to a programme  of assistance
to upgrade hydrographic services through, inter alia, collecting or compiling
necessary data and information, formulating an appropriate hydrographic programme,
obtaining requisite vessel or vessel time, equipment and instrumentation, and
obtaining requisite human skills,

35. It has been pointed out that most countries do not have effective hydrographic
services in respect of surveying, nautical charting and the provision of notices to
mariners and nautical warnings. Indeed, the need has been expressed for the
provision of more hydrographic charts of the world’s oceans, because current
hydrographic data, which for the most part are insufficient, are based on surveys
conducted about 100 years ago, and consist of leadline  soundings only.

36. Needs were expressed for bathymetric data for the purposes of delimiting
maritime areas, Bathymetric data resulting from the measurement of water depth is
similarly important  in a number of possible uses of the ocean including fisheries,
geological and engineering investigations of the sea floor, as well as navigation.
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37. For the development of ocean resources , more comprehensive knowledge of the
potential of exclusive economic aones and continental shelves requires a detailed
scientific understanding of environmental conditions, including characteristics Of
the air-sea interrelationshipr  the water column, its physical properties and its
chemical and biological constituents#  the water-sediment interface at the
sea-floorr and the bathymetry and thickness of sediments on the continental shelf.
This same base of information  is important for resource management and
conservation, enforcement and defence, safe navigation and operation at sea.

38. Assistance was sought by States in assessing the resources of the exalusive
economic zone (both living and non-living) and in developing these rezources  in an
environmentally sustainable manner. It was indicated that the information base
required for resource management a;rd environmental protection represented a
significant need that should he addressed. It was also pointed out that the
support services and information required to sustain such development, in
particular , marine meteorological and oceanographic observations, as well as
primary oceanographic data collection, were in many cases unavailable.

39. In summary, needs were expressed by coastal States for primary data needed to
secure resource jurisdiction and for the development and management of ocean
resources. Data needs were expressed along the following linesa

(a) Physical - tidal, wave, current, wind and depth data)

(b) Chemica l  - sa l in i ty  data ;

(c) B i o l o g i c a l  - stock assesfiment,  ecological system for mangroves, coral
reefs and ecosystem sensitivityz

(d) G e o l o g i c a l - geophysical  prospect ing surveys,  borehole  dri l l ing
capabilityt

(e) Environmental  - formulation of standards, data on level of contamination,
their effects on resources and human health.

4 0 . The management of data on marine affairs, in particulcs,  oceanographic data,
wil l  be  a  cr it ical  part  of  a coastal  State ’s  ocean resource  pol icy . In most
countries , many different groups (international organizations, regional bodies,
government agencies, academic research laboratories and the private sector)
collect, use or archive many kinds of data on the exclusive economic zones (EEZ).
Data of different kinds and different quantities are collected. Consistent
reporting formats are not necessarily used. These problems are likely to worsen as
the use of state-of-the-art technology (satellites, multibeam echosounders, etc.)
produces data at faster rates. In this context, the nee3 to upgrade the quality
and coverage of data was expressed.

/ . . .
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41. Advancements in science and technology were an impetus to the formulation of
the Convention, and the Convention in turn provides a framework for the development
of science and technology capabilities in the marine field. In  th is  c o n t e x t ,  t h e
Convention reflects the consensus of the international community regarding the
importance of marine science and technology for realiaing the benefits and carrying
out the responsibilities set out in the new legal r6gime for the ocean. 4/

42. In relation to the development and management of ocean resources, both
developed and developing States emphasised that there was a need for marine science
and technology capabi l i t ies]  that  ef fect ive sc ienti f ic  input to  developmental
activities is a prerequisite (for the management and utilisation of t5e rich and
varied natural resources available in the sea)t that, in order for the developing

&countries  to derive greater benefits from the legal r6gime  established under the
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, the transfer of marine science and
technology and the training of specialists are required; and that North-South and
South-South co-operation, as well as other channels, must be used to promote the
development of marine science and technology and the ocean industries of developing
countries, and to enhance those countries’ capacity  to  ut i l ize  and exploit  the sea
and its  reuources.

43. It is significant that both develope8 countries and developing countries in
need of assistance in marine scientific research expressed interests in the
practical  appl ication of  the marine scientif ic  research r6gime  under the
Convention. It was pointed out that, by respecting the law of the sea and applying
it with a positive attitude to the needs and interests of international research,
coastal States would contribute to a rational use of marine resources, based on
secured scientific and technological knowledge. The need was expressed for well
defined rules, regulations and procedures for the granting of permission to States
to carry out marine scientific research, participation by coastal States,
monitoring of marine scientific programmes, and dissemination of marine scientific
research results. In the same context, the need to explore the practical benefits
of co-operation between researching States and developing States in terms of
sharing basic scientific work and resource-oriented work was expressedr There is a
convergence of interests: while, from the point of view of developing coastal
States, there should be more opportunity  for  the part ic ipation of  sc ientists  f r o m ’
developing States in research cruises undertaken by developed States, from the
point of view of developed countries, partic ipation in research cruises  of  national
research vessels  is  o f fered.

44. Many developing coastal States expressed a need for acquiring the capability
to have full awareness of what kinds of data and information may result from marine
sc i ent i f i c  r esearch  ac t iv i t i e s . The need for gainful access to such data and
information was also expressed. There is also a related need to interpret and
communicate results of scientific research in the context of resource development.

/ . . .
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45. Science and technology infrastructures are necessary so that national marine
scientific and technological efforts may be successfully undertaken. There is a
need for “strengthening of marine science infrastructure, including training Of
management to ensure that the scientific (and technological) community is able to
contribute effectively to the formulation and execution of policies relating to
marine development. Strengthening of this infrastructure would include
establishment of appropriate relations with other national bodies concerned with
science pol icy , scienti f ic  research,  science services ,  marine af fairs ,  higher
education, public information and development/acquisition of technology”. It was
also added that there was a need for the “development of a mechanirJm  for
co-ordination and stimulation of marine science internally and to interface with
other national agencies and institutions as well as with international
or~dnizations”. The need for national laboratories and institutes was also
expressed in this context.

46. With respect to marine technology, in view of the rapid advances in the
technologies for exploration antl exploitation of marine resources, the basic need,
as expressed by many States, is to be kept abreast of the developments, and to be
assisted in the assessment and utilization of technological advances in various
marine sectors. Emphasis was placed on the assessment of technologies and on the
identification of appropriate technologies in terms of their impact on the marine
environment.

47. The scientific and technological requirements for the development and
management of marine resources and uses are referred to in section V below. In the
present section mention is made of the areas spanning intersectoral aspects, as
identi f ied speci f ical ly  by States . These areas include marine sc.?entific  research
on the effects of estuarine and continental shelf deposits, ocean-atmosphere
interaction, ecological systems of mangroves and coral reefs and their
productivity; marine electronicst  application of computer science1 environment:.1
protection teshnology; ocean engineering, especial ly  in  relat ion to  structures,
materials, instrumentation, submersibles and propulsion systems, marine technology
related to instrumentation, diving dystems, and position fixing1 and coastal marine
resources,

48. The need for international co-operation with respect to marine science and
technology has been emphasized consistently by developing as well as developed
States, The Convention highlights the need for co-operation in marine scientific
research and the development and transfer of marine technology, not only among
States but also among States and international organizations. Keeping in view a
number of advantages of co-operation in marine affairs at the regional level, the
Convention promotes the establishment and strengthening of regional marine
scientific and technological research centres (articles 276 and 277). The need for
the planning and preparing for the establishment of such regional centres was
pointed out in the report of the Secretary-General to the Generai Assembly at its
f o r ty - f our th  sess i on  ( A / 4 4 / 6 5 0 ,  para. 174 ) . The need for international
co-operation in marine scientific research cruises, research programmes and
technology acquisition have been emphasized, while  international  co-operation in
the form of national inputs and national participation in the programmes and
projects of international organizations has also been highlighted. The need for
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international expeditions for the purpose of marine scientific research has been
expresaec¶. With respect to marine technology, the co-operation between the
suppliers of technology and users of technology is considered to be necessary.

49, The need for human resources, with expert ise  in the requisite  f ie lds ,  for  the
development and management of ocean resources has been pointed out by States in
relation to specific areas, for example, marine science and technology,
exploitation  and conservation of living resourcesr exploration and exploitation of
non-living resources, mari t ime transportat ion, etc .1  the present  report  ref lects
these human resources needs under the corresponding sections. In this  sect ion,
certain general issues of human resources development are addressed, based on the
needs expressed by States.

so. It was pointed out that the education and training systems in most coastal
countries lack a marine orientation, although the coasts and the oceans play a
significant role Pn their society and economy; consequently, there is a need to
introduce such an orientation through the expansion of the curricula of the
secondary and tertiary educational institutions to include marine sciences and
marine-related discipl ines.

51. Human resources needs were identified at three different levels:
(a) managerial level for the formulation and implementation of ocean resource
polioyt  (b) engineering level for the acquisition and development of marine
technoloqieer  and (c) technical  level  for the  operation of  marine technologies .

52. Special emphasis has been placed on managerial personnel capable of performing
the tasks related to ocean resource policy and management, fisheries manaqement,
science and technology policy, etc. It has been pointed out that the policy and
management personnel need to be knowledgeable, not only in the marine disciplines,
but also in other fields, such as law of the sea, economics, sociology and
political sciencer they also need to be familiar with policy-making, planning and
management techniques, including the utilization of management information and
application of systems analysis.

53. A need was expressed for the selection of an optimal mix of various types of
training in view of the relative costs and benefits involved; short-term training,
at tachment  training,  on-the- job training,  long-term education,  etc .  s/ For
example, long-term marine education is provided as a total system in academic
inetitution.6, commencing at the post-secondary levels and including collegiate or
univerei  ty degrees. Under this arrangement, practical training is offered as a
supplement which provides for sea-going experience in training vessels. The
alternative system of  on-the- job-training involves at-sea training with periods of
academic learning. The first system has the benefits of a more in-depth and
broader education. The numbers that can be accommodated would, however, be limited
to the accommodation capabilities of the institutions. The second alternative is
A  ye flexible and provides for a faster turnover of the number of trainees in a
si  J r t e r  period of t ime, albeit witi1 less comprehensive specialization.

/ . . .
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54. The specific areas for which training needs have been expressed by States are
mentioned in various sections. This section includes the needs of States in
cross-sectoral  areas. One important area in which training needs have been
identified is the development and enforcement of pertinent national legislation,
regulations am3 rules, as well as negotiation and formulation of international
agreements at the bilateral, regional and global levels. This need arises
particularly from the requirements of implementing the often complex and
specialized provisions of the Convention on the Law of the Sea.

55. Other identified areas of training needs include off-shore oil and non-fuel
mineral research, including marine geophysics and engineering geology!
meteorological and oceanographic servicesi  environmental management, including
techniques and methods of combating oil pollution and setting environmental quality
standardat  telecommunfcatfonsr  remote-sensing applications and data interpretation.

56. While, on the one hand, the needs for training and education in the
development of human resources were expressed by many developing States, on the
other hand, developed States identified training opportunities available in their
countries.

3 .  -al r e s o u r c e  neec&

57. The concern that the developing countries are as yet unable to take effective
measures for the full realiaetion  of the benefits of the comprehensive legal regime
established by the Convention, owing to the lack of resourcesr  has been expressed
by the General Assembly itself.  The fact that, for the development and management
of ocean resources, individual developing countries are hampered  by a lack of
finance, and have therefore almost entirely depended on external assistance, which
has, however, been insufficient, has been emphasized pointedly. For the purpose of
the development and management of ocean resources, financial resources must be
mobilized.

58. The usual need for finances for development takes on certain unique dimensions
in the case of the development and management of ocean resources. It  is  to  be
noted that most of the expressed needs of States address the issue of the
mobilization of finances for marine projects, in view of these unique dimensions of
marine development.

Attractina inveswt t o  m a r i n e  Drojecu,. aT)DroI) r i a t e  inducementa

59. To begin with, in spite of tremondous technological advances with regard to
marine resource exploitation, the “investment opportunity set” consiaered  by most
investors and financiers, private or public, domestic or foreign, does not
encompass marine-related projects beyond the traditional sectors or fishing,
shipping and in the last few decades, offshore hydrocarbons. This lack of
awareness of investors towards marine projects is present both in developed and
developing countries, although in the latter case, in a more pronounced form, In
this context, there is a need to devise appropriate investment promotion measures
which would facilitate breaking down the barriers to marine orientation.

/ . . .
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60. It has been pointed out that a transition needs to be made from a
scienti f ical ly  establ ished resource  occurrence to  a  commercial ly  attract ive
‘8bankable”  resource  exploitat ion project . In this  context ,  one specif ic  issue is
that the connection between scientific effort and economic expectations is so
distant that support may be needed to facilitate the cperation  of market forces. 61

61. Most marine development efforts that would provide a significant rate of
return would require some inducement. Such inducement may be in the form of
accomplishing further scientif ic  research,  data-col lect ion act ivit ies ,  *.-esearch  and
development on technology,  pre- feasibi l i ty  and feasibi l i ty  related studies ,  or
market studies. However , these activities have substantial cost implications, and
either private or public financial resources need to be committed for these
purposes.

62. The marine sector provides examples where the opportunities for social
development and economic benefits, as viewed by the Governments, are quite high.
(iowever, they may not necessarily attract private investment. This means that in
many cases the social rate of return from ocean resource exploitation is considered
to be high, but the private rate of return is not attractive. The need to devise
appropriate policy instruments facilitating the alignment of social and private
rates of return was expressed.

63. The need for finances for the development and management of ocean resources
has been expressed in most cases in terms of funds for the pre-Investment
activit ies  described above. The sources of such finances can be (a) domestic
public funds, (b)  external  funds,  including technical  assis tance,  from donor
countries, and (c) external funds, including technical assistance, from
international donor agencies. A need exists to explore  the possib&e combinations
of sources. In view of the fact that the level of funding required is
substantially less than that needed for investment, and that regional co-operation
in pre-investment activities would allow economies of scale, the need was expressed
for the establishment of a regional trust fund, which would be utilized to
accomplish the pre-investment activities and would act as a catalyst to attract
investment.

Attracting foreian investment

64. In addition to attracting domestic private capital tc marine projects and
mobilizing and channelling  public funds pursuant to the ocean resource policy, many
States expressed the need to attract private:  foreign investment, and the need to
address government policy in that direction, The need for a stable and unambiguous
resource regime for this purpose has been expressed both by developing and by
developed countries. 11

65, Joint  arrangemants with foreign entit ies ,  whether private  or  public ,  with
regard to marine resource projects, are viable  sources  of  capital ,  recurrent
revenues, and re-investment funds for additional marine projects. In cer ta in
cases, the ratci  of return from exploitation of resources are so attractive that
foreign private funds could be mobilizec to accomplish the pre-investment work
referred to in the previous paragraphs. In offshore hydrocarbon, for example, a
variety  of innovative arrangements have been made between developing countries and

/ . . .
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foreign corporations. Joint arremgemeat~  have been pursued in coastal and
distant-water fishing within the exclusive economic soaes of capital-poor coastal
States. A seed exists to learn from the experiences of the successful cases*

66. Istersational  organioatioza  at the subregional, regional and global levels
have a s ignif icant  role  in promoting co-opcratioa in mobilising f inances  for
offshore living and son-living resource er;?loration and exploitation. Recently,
there have been increased efforts by global. and regional organisations in assisting
developing States in negotiating resourcs  exploitation arrangements  and in
formulating optimal revenue-generating systems. There still exists a need for
further research and additional assistance ia these fields. This need has been
addressed by both developing States with exploitable resources in their exclusive
economic sones and developed States having interest in accessing these resources.

67. Many States expressed the need to explore the possibilities of external
support for national ocean resource development and management effarts, through
direct bilateral or multilateral funding, including United Nations system funding
agencies, and through technical assistance.

68. The new ocean rdgime provides a legal Framework for the prevention, reduction
and control of pollution of the seas on a global, regional and local basis. Any
ob’igations  assumed by States under special conventions and agreements related to
the protection and preservation of the marine environment are to be carried out in
a manner consistent with the general principles and objectives of the Convention
(article 237). In this regard, the need for a more streamlined approach and
inter-agency co-operation within States on environmental issues, and a review of
international conventions and protocols was indicated. Technical assistance was
also sought by States for the review of the several oil pollution conventions,
including the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships
(MARPOL 73/78), to ensure consistency with the Convention.

69. The view was expressed that, with regard to the development and management of
ocean resources during the present decade, high priority must be given to the
question of the protection and preservation of the marine environment, and that
existing global and regional arrangements must be relied upon in order to control
and minimise  pollution of the marine environment. It was also pointed out that,
given the unitary nature and mobility of the ocean, marine environmental protection
based on the efforts of individual countries is inadequate, and that joint efforts
involving all countries of the world and extensive global co-operation are
required. To this end, the need for ~11 countries to become parties to special
conventions and agreements related to the protection and preservation of the marine
environment was indicated. a/

70. The ?,ain responsibility for the prot;rction  and preservation of the marine
environment lies with the States which enjoy the benefits of being granted
sovereign rights over living and non-living resources within the limits of an
exclusive economic sone and on the coatinental  shelf (articles 56, 193 and 208).
In this context, coastal States have a duty not to transfer damage or haaards, to
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provide necessary information, to  control  land-based sources  of  pol lut ion,  to
contro l  pol lution f rom sea-bed act ivit ies , and to  minimiae to  the ful lest  extent
possible  pol lut ion f rom vessels  (art ic les  194-195,  207,  208 and 211) .  A product  of
these provisions is the investigative power conferred on port States which may even
initiate proceedings in respect of unlawful discharge beyond their jurisdiction,
against any vessel which is voluntarily within a port or at an offshore terminal of
the port State (article 218).

71. It was pointed out that the two tasks facing many States were (a) to prevent
harm to the marine environment arising from activities of the coastal State.r  and
(b)  to  exercise  the coastal  State ’s  abi l i ty  to  resist  pol lut ion threats  f rom other
States I

72. Technical assistance was sought to determine the origin, distribution, entry
route and volume at entry of the major pollutants of coastal waters and lagoons to
obtain a basic grasp of the scope, levels and trends of pollution, The need for
further research on the affects of marine pollution on human health and aquatic
resources was addressed. The necessity  for  inst ituting control  projects  or
operations at the source of pollution was also pointed out.

73. Technical assistance was sought to formulate and implement marine
environmental protection standards including ocean water quality standards, fishery
water quality standards, atmospheric quality standards, standards for the disposal
of industrial waste and standards for the disposal of oil-bearing waste water. It
was pointed out that there was a need to train engineers and technical staff
conversant with new analytical techniques, and to equip water analysis Saboratories
with new analytical equipment.

74. The need for prevent.ion measures with regard to offshore non-fuel minerals
mining was raised, It was pointed out that environmental impact statements can be
prepared to identify site specific problems prior to the commencement of mining
operations, and for the purpose of monitoring such impacts during actual mining
operations. A need for such impact assessment was expressed.

75. Technical assieCance was sought for the establishment of priorities and in the
formulation of contingency plans in the event of oil spills. Assistance was also
sought for the acquisition of the infrastructure and equipment to combat oil spills
and to implement contingency pl.ans. Requests were made for the modernization of
ports and for specialized training in combating oil pollution,

76. In respect of dumping, a need was expressed for information on the transport
and warehousing of the various kinds of dangerous wastes and noxious substances.
Protection was sought against the dumping of toxic substances and requests were
made for expertise to regulate the storage and destruction of toxic wastes.

77. It was pointed out that climate change is arguably the most important
international environmental issue faced by the world community. It was noted that
t:le ocean and atmosphere together formed a fluid dynamic envelope that is not well
understood. It was suggested that any possibility of predicting the evolution of
climate demanded that ocean behaviour be taken into account, The need for a
comprehensive global ocean observing system to monitor changes in the ocean and

/ . . .
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thus to determine its effect on the atmosphere and the global climate was
expressed. In this regard, the need for international co-operation in the
collection and exchange of both satellite data and data obtained by such means as
ships, buoys and tide gauges was indicated.

E. Weillgnce  and enforcement

78. Surveillance and enforcement as the means by which States would secure
compliance with their national marine regulations adopted in accordance with the
Convention, extends over wide-ranging activities, whether on their land
ter r i t o r i e s , within their national maritime zones and beyond,  on vessels traversing
through their waters, on art i f ic ial  is lands and structures asd even in the air .
Surveillance and enforcement activities would especially have to cover the totality
of maritime areas adjacent to the coast for numerous purposes as an essential
requirement for effective development and management of ocean resources.

Naviaation

79. Surveillance would be required to ensure compliance with coastal State
regulations for safety of navigation, such as utilization of designated sea lanes
and traffic separation schemes, protect ion of  navigational  aids  and faci l i t ies ,
cables and pipelines, conservation of living resources, preservation of the
environment, conduct of scientific research and survey, prevention of infringement
o f  c u s t o m s ,  f i s ca l , immigration and sanitary laws, and implementation of special
measures that regulate nuclear-powered vessels or those carrying dangerous or
noxious substances. Surveillance would also be called for in the suppression of
i l l i c i t  drug t ra f f i ck ing  and  to  exerc i se  c iv i l  jur i sd i c t i on  over  l i ab i l i t i e s
incurred or assumed  during a voyage through coastal State waters (articles 27
and 28). SUCh IiGeds would involve information-gathering and data collection, and
would utilize several technologies which include remote-sensing,
pollution-monitoring, monitoring of passaqe, etc.

Livina resources

80. The conservation, m?naqement  and uti l ization of  l iving resources in exclusive
economic zones requires a high level of active surveillance in dealing with the
regulation of national fisheries in the zones. The enforcement implications
regarding living resources expioitation would call for a wide range of
administrative and law enforcement activities which include boarding of vessels,
their detention, inspection of gear and catch, the arrest of crews, and would
culminate in the institution of legal proceedings or administrative action and the
imposition of appropriate sanctions.

81. The issues of “poaching”, i l legal  access  to  the l iving resources of  the
exclusive economic zones, and over-exploitation have been raised by many States,
and the consequent needs for surveillance and law enforcement have been expressed.
Such needs cover those for coast guard capability and air surveillance as well as
for co-operative arrangements.

/ .I.
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82. Surveillance with respect to the protection and preservation of the marine
environment involves monitoring activities nationally, where land-based pollution
may be discharged into the oceans, in order to prevent accidents and to deal with
emergencies. In addition, there is a need to monitor rare or fragile ecosystems
and the habitat of depleted, threatened or endangered species (article 194).

83. Surveillance is also naeded  with respect to activities in the marine
environment to determine whether they are likely to cause pollution or have the
potential to do so. Such surveillance would be in the context of the national
regulatory framework relating to land-based sources of pollution, pollution from
sea-bed act ivit ies  and instal lat ions, from the loading of wastes from within the
territory or at offshore terminals, from vessels traversing areas within national
jurisdiction, or as a result of dumping, or from atmospheric sources (articles 60,
80, 213-216, 220 and 222).

‘sr. The prevention of pollution and damage to the marine environment, whether from
land-based sources, through the atmosphere, from vessels, or from marine
developmental activities, requires a highly sophisticated and an intensive level of
act ive survei l lance,  both in deal ing with the regulation of  national  act ivit ies  in
the vastly extended economic zone, and international activity in these aones. The
surveillance needs would extend beyond these areas and into the high seas to deal
with the polluc;ion, the effect of wnich would be felt within the economic aone or
on coastal environments. The enfcrcement impliaations  regarding protection and
preservation of the marine environment would call for a wide range of
administrative and law enforcement activities.

85. The surveillance needs with respect to piracy and illicit broadcasting would
be of a different nature to surveillance for other purposes referred to above.
However , the enforcement implications would extend to hot pursuit and the right of
visit of vessels, the arrest of persons and the seizure of property on board in the
case of piracy, and the seizure of broadcasting equipment (articles 105, 109
and 110).

V. DEVELOPMENT OF OCEAN RESOURCES AND USES

A. h&ing resouw-

86. With respect to the living rescurces of the ocean, ti;e new regime established
by the Convention incorporates significant developments in two major areas1
jurisdictional extensions and conservation r\nd management obligations,

87. The intricate balance between rights and obligations make for complex
relationships between exploitation, optimum utilization  and conservation. The
needs of States are thus concentrated predominantly on those for effective fishery
management, in the national context, and equally importantly, because of the very
nature of the marine fisheries, in an international co-operative framework, main3y
at  the regional  level .

/ . . .
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Ha. This presupposes the adoption of a sound and comprehensive national legal and
requlatory framework. The legal needs of States in the area of living resources
have shifted in emphasis from the preparation of legislation giving effect to the
fisheries provisions of the Convention, to taking into account the experiences
gained in the last decade, as well as updating regulations to make them more
effective in a number of areas, especially management measures, procedures to
facilitate surveillance and enforcement.

89. The needs of States for fishery management have been expressed in terms of a
number of elements or factors which form integral parts of the management
framework. These ca:l be summarized as follows: ( a )  s t o c k  assessments
( b )  increasing national  harvest  capacit ies ;  (c) increasing national  benefits  from
the  varik A sectors  of  the f ishing industry]  (d) conservation measures1
(e )  granting access  to  other  States ;  (f) manaqemLnt  institutionsj  (g) managerial
and other relevant ski l ls ;  (h) research; (i) technology and equipment2
(j) in f ras t ruc ture  fac i l i t i e s ;  and  (k) f i s ca l  and  f inanc ia l  aspec ts .  p/

90. In order to manage and conserve thr, living resources of the exclusive economic
zone, these  resources  must  f i rst  be  assessed by species , with regard to the current
populations of harvested species and the levels which can produce the maximum
sustainable yield. Stock assessment is a prerequisite for the determination of
total allowable catch, national harvest capacity and the surplus of allowable
catch. Thus, one of the most significant needs for the 1990s is improving data for
the stock assessment and monitoring purposes and the preparation of resource
inventories for national and req.ional manqement.

9 1 . The needs with regard to increasing national harvest capacities, as expressed
by States and intergovernmental bodies, are similar to the familar ones related to
the development and exploitation of the resources of a State by the State itself or
its  nationals , with unique characteristics arising out of the post-Convention world
ocean rdgime. First of all, many States were not equipped to develop the newly
dcqu i red resources, and as FAO points out, “the developing coast&l  States,
p<rrt  icularly those bordering West Africa, lacking the human, physical and financial
resources  required to exploit the resources newly under their jurisdiction, have
entered into fishing agreements not only as a means of acquiring foreign exchange
throuqh licensing or access fees but also the skills and experience  needed to
develop their own fisheries”.

92. Secondly, in most developing countries, ex i s t ing  f i sher i es  ac t iv i t i e s  are
predominantlv  of an artisanal nature. With expanded resource:, there is a need to
evaluate  whether and to what extent artisanal fishery can be expanded to increase
h a r v e s t , a related need to assess whether and to what extent industrial fishery can
t,p developed, and a concomitant need to examine whether any conflict may arise
between the exist ing art isanal  f isheries  and the emerging industrial  f isheries .  I f
such  conf l icts  do arise  and in case there are socio-economic dis locations 0;
traditional artisanal f ishinq communities, appropriate measures need to be taken to
resolve such conflicts and to minimize the adverse effects of dislocations. 9/

93. Increasing national benefits from various sectors of the fishing industry
involve (?) the need to tackle the problem of wastage and post harvest losses so as
tu make more effective use of exist inq catches: (b) the need to increase the share

/ . * .
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of developiag countries in the rapidly expanding international trade in fish and
fishery productst  (c) the need to seek the means to exploit and bring rconomiaally
to market species so far neglected] and (d) the need for a co-ardiaated regional
effort to gain access to export markets. In the context of the latter need, the
availability of timely, comprehensive market and pricing information is essentialr
tb.e knowledge of the market for processed fish and of the proaessiag  atandardr  is
also essential  for  this  purpose.  p/

94, The Convention provisions with regard to the optimum utilisation of the living
resources of the ocean (both within the exciusive economic sane and in the high
888s) subject to the conservation obligations , were addressed by almost all the
States, developing and developed alike. With respect to conservation, thr need warn
expressed for (a) regulatory measurest (b) surveillance of maritime BKAC* and
enforcement of regulatory measuresr and (c) international co-operation at the
bilateral ,  subregional. regioaal and global levels.

.95. It was poiated out by many States that regulatory measures need to addrerr  a
number of issues, such as: specification of harvestable speciear specification of
protected speciest  prohibition of exploitation of threatened and endangered
species; rate of exploitation of harvestable speciest optimal age of harvestable
species] demarcation of protected son88 and sones Where fishing is euspendedr
prohibition of fishing in specified sones during specified periodsr  and prohibition
of certain specified fishing equipment and methods.

96. The need for compliance with conservation meamres and for CO-Operation among
coastal States and fishing entities cannot be over-emphasised. Due to the very
nature of the problem, the need for iaternatioaal co-operation with regard to
shared stocks , straddling stocks, highly migratory species, anadromous apeciea  and
catadromous species is much more pronounced, both in the exclusive economic 80110 of
a coastal State and particularly in the high seas9

97, The most important needs with respect to granting access to the surplus of
total allowable catch relate to the formulation and implementation of improved
terms and conditions of fishing agreements, and it is significant tJ note that such
needs were expressed by both coastal States which grant accemi and foreign fishing
interests to whom access is granted. The in terests  of coastal  States involved
increased revenues V acquisition of resource exploitation capabilities, and
coaservatioa$ at the same time, foreign fishing fleets expressed concerns about the
activities of competing fleets, such as over-exploitation, illegal open access or
poaching. Thus, the need arises for improved terms and coditions with regard to
revenue generation an3 conservation, as well as  for effect ive  measures  to  ensure
compliance with the terms and conditions.

98. Many developing States expressed the need to develop national capabilities to
pursue access negotiations. A need was also felt to assess costs and benefits of
according preferential access to members of regional, economic or interest groups.
In addition to the usual revenue-generating charges, such as access fees, licensing
fees, taxes ,  e tc . , many developing States have expressed the need to explore the
possibilities of joint ventures. On thb other hand, long-distance fishing States
expressed interest in entering into agreements with coastal States.

/ . . .
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99. In relation to the above areas, there has been an increased requirement for
special ist  legal  assistance in  the area of  negotiat ing f ish ing agreemnnte,  not  only
at  the bilateral  level, but also at the subregional and regional level. The
increased involvement of States in the preparation of agreements at the subregional
and regional level has bebn particularly marked in West Africa, where the
Subregional Commission on Fisheries has been promoting subregional co-operation in
a number of areas in fisheries, in particular, harmoniaation of access while work
is under way in respect of a regional  convention of fisheries co-operation for West
Africa. Similar needs are appare,lt  in the Caribbean region, where CARICOM has
commenced work on a draft convention on harmoniaed conditions of access,

100. The need for the appropriate fishery management institution was expressed in
the context of treating marine fishery as a distinct industry in terms of economic
organization, t e chno logy ,  e t c . , but at the same t ime as an integral part of the
national food and nutrition strategy, and in a broader sense, of the national
development strategy. In many countries, marine fisheries are dealt with by the
Ministry of Agriculture which may lack the fishery orientation, A need thus arises
for  the appropriate  inst itut ion, not necessarily a separate entity, which would
manage “I isheries”  in the “marine” context.

101. A need was expressed for a qualified cadre of fisheries experts particularly
equipped with managerial skills to formulate and implement the fisheries management
programme. The managerial needs would involve not only expertise in marine biology
but a more multidisciplinary approach to planning national fisheries development,
including social and environmental considerations.

102. The need for marine scientific research, including research related to marine
living resources, has been addressed in another eection of the paper. In this
section, mention is made of the need for fishery research as specifically expressed
by States. The specific areas of research include reinforcement of depleted
stocks; affects of pollution on marine living resources and measures to combat such
effects; modeling and forecasting the extent of fish stocks; fish migration
patterns2  modoling  of large marine ecosystems addressing issues of reproduction,
growth and feeding strategies of marine populations.

103, States and international organizations mentioned certain specific needs in
relat ion to  the exploitat ion of  l iv ing resources ,  e.g., &ep-water  f ishing
technology and fishing vossels~ industrial fishing technology and vesselsr
fibreglass fishing boats and motorboats for artisanal fishery] and mariculture
technology.

104.  The speci f ic  neods for  infrastructure faci l i t ies  related to  l iv ing resources,
as expressed by States, include expansion of port facilities for expanded artisanal
f isheries :  port  and harbour faci l i t ies  for  industrial  f isheries ;  improved weather
services for fishermen; and expeditious administrative mechanisms for permits and
licences re la ted  t o  f i sh ing .

105,  Speci f ic  f iscal  and f inancial  needs related to  the l iving resource
exploitat ion include improved credit  faci l i t ies  for  art isanal  fishermen1 credit
arrangements in the form of co-operative ventures for the purpose of pooling the
catches of artisanal fishermen and co-operative marketing of catches to obtain
bet ter  terms: qovernmcnt financing for market research and promotion of

/ . . .
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non-tradit ional  f isher ies;  f iscal  and f inancial  incentives to  art isanal  and
industrial  f ishermen to  diversi fy  into non-tradit ional  f isheries)  s imilar
incentives to expand fish-processing and canning industry, etc.

B. m-livw r e s o u r c e s

106. Techaical  assistance was sought for the development of the expertise and the
technology needed to exploit marine non-living resources in areas within and beyond
the  l imi t s  o f  nat i ona l  jur i sd i c t i on .  Spec i f i ca l ly , several States expressed the
need for resource inventories, geological and geophysical data on the continental
shel f ,  prospecting and exploration,  dri l l ing of  boreholes ,  assistance in the
formulation of regulations and legislation governing all phases of offshore
minerals, assistance in developing marj?;, ~~~‘nerals, hydrocarbons and natural gas,
elaboration on the rights and duties of coastal States and foreign investors,
co-ordination with neighbouring  States in developing petroleum resources that
overlap maritime zones, and management support for information and human resource
development.

107. With regard to resources within extended jurisdiction, it was pointed out that
the development of multi-beam sonafar swath-mapping and remote-sensing
technologies, electronic charts, geo-referenced information systems, and remotely
operated underwater vehicles all contributed to an enhanced knowledge of offshore
areas.

106. Technical assistance was sought to interpret the results of experimental
projects in the exploration and exploitation of sea-bed resources. Requests were
made for scholarships to train the highly qualified personnel needed for the
exploration and exploitation of sea-bed minerals. In this regard, the need for
qualified persons in marine electronics was raised. Assistance was sought in the
procurement of modern instruments for ocean exploration and the training of
suitably qualified persons in the maintenance and repair of such equipment.

109. The need for international organizations to meet the equipment needs of
developing States through their country programmes  was expressed. The view was
also expressed that an internatlonal  expedition, similar to the Indian Ocean
Expedition of the 1960s should be organized exclusively for developing States. The
need for a regional programme on sea-floor mapping using ships equipped with Gloria
digital sonar equipment1 and training in marine geophysics and engineering geology
in coastal aud nearshore waters was pointed out.

110. Financial and technical assistance has been sought to explore for,  exploit and
transport offshore hydrocarbon resources, to support attempts to establish the
petroleum potential of exclusive economic zones by a synthesis of previous surveys,
including addit ional  seismic prof i les , and to create a legal and taxation setting
suited to the conditions encountered in various countries. A need was expressed
for processes information and predictions, in particular, data on ocean state
conditions, including extremes of ocean currents, meteorological conditions and
storm surges, to facilitate offshore work on platforms.

/ . . .
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111. Heightoaed activity in resource exploitation in the last decade had been
directed at new ocean rebourcers, such as oil and gas from the continental shelf,
the potential mining of polymetallic  nodules and sulphides from the deep ocean, and
the possible extraction of beach sand deposits containing heavy minerals from the
rhallow sea-bed. Tbuse and new energy sources are also viewed by many developing
aountries as being the direction in which they should proceed to supplement
traditional ocean resourcesI namely, fisheries. The direct extraction of energy
from thrmal and salinity gradients and from currents, ocean winds, and waves is
already within reach. lQ/ This offers the prospect of non-depletable energy
sources, but they require advanced research, technology and engineering development
for their applications. The prospects of ouch contributions to energy needs are
attractive. Developing countries, particularly those more advanced in technology
and those that have the financial resources to invest in the requisite research and
dovolopment, and the skills, have expressed an interest also in the production of
ahomicals from sea water, desalination, an8 the production of energy from water,
VW@8  # current&  and winds. Countries that are dependent on imported energy and
vulnerable to non-renewable energy sources look upon the oceans as a vast reservoir
of potential energy. They are following with interest experiments being made to
rot up conunercial aea wave power with technical assistance from the industrialized
world. U/ If such experiments are successful and viable from a technical and
economic point of view, other countriee  are l ikely  to  fo l low suit .

112. Many countries need salt and salt by-products and have benefited from
international assistance or seek such assistance for this purpose.

C. w trwort Q,@ poru

113, The traditional uses of the seas as a means of communication and maritime
transport are regulated under the Convention and specific provision is made for
rrfety of navigation, navigational aids, traffic separation schemes, designation of
ma lanes, etc. Many of these relate to matters of a technical nature, the
implementation of which requires assistance from experts and competent technical
agencies and bodies.

114. The management needs of maritime transport includes8 (a) development or
expansion of shipping and port services needs in the context of national
development  planning]  (b) port and harbour development and management; (c) safe,
efficient  and economical conduct of marine transportationr  (d) management
institutionst  (e) human resources; (f) financial resourcest  and (g) management
informatioa  s y s t e m .  b;k/

115. In developing or expanding shipping and related port services, the need for
planning and investment taking place within the national, and possibly subregional
or regional , development process has been emphas.!zed.

116. A need for an assessment has been SXprdSSed  as to whether the shipping
services are to be provided nationally, by jo int  venture or  by foreign f lag
operators. In this context, the need was expressed to study the feasibility of
subregional or regional shipping lines which would meet the pooled requirements of
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the countries in the subregion or the region, the requirements of individual
countries being too limited to sustain a whole shipping line.

117. Port development planning, even on a small scale for local projects, needs to
take place in the wider context of national development planning. The wide-ranging
impacts that port facilities and related developments can have in improving
development opportunities including marine resource development and trading
patterns have been recognixed by many States. Conversely, the likely adverse
impacts of the absence of adequate port facilities on the standard of living of the
country nationals or of a community have also been recognized by many States.

118. With regard to port development, a need has been expressed for a comparative
assessment of the costs and benefits of joint use ports for both commercial
shipping and fishing vessels, and separate consideration of  port  faci l i t ies  for
commercial transportation and for fishing vessels. This .:eed for assessment arises
from the possible economies of scales, on the one hand, and, on the other, the fact
that the ship characteristics involved and the port infrastructure requirements are
suff ic iently different to warrant separate  faci l i t ies .

119. A number of requirements have been identified in order to ensure the safe,
efficient and economical conduct of marine transportation. Many of these
requirements are specified in the Convention itself,

(a) Regulations and standards with respect to construction and equipment of
ships as well as operating practice exist in the form of conventions of IMO. These
conventions were developed to achieve efficient operation, ensure safety, protect
the ship and safeg;lard  the port installations from accidental damage, and to
minimiae  the risks to marine environment. However, the conventions themselves in
certain cases permit development by national Governments of standards, particularly
with respect to smaller vessels, The evolution of the shipping industry and new
international obligations require the revision and updating of the Merchant Marine
Code, in many cases. Developing States expressed the need for assistance in such
exercises .

(b) T h e  a p p l i c a t i on of the regulations and standards requires trained
off ic ials  and staff  in  port  administration, as well as trained officers and crow on
board ships. IMO in collaboration with LNDP provides advisory services and
consultancy to developing States in this regard. The need to reinforce further
these assistance services was expressed. The capability of surveying and
certifying ships needs to lie with coastal State Governments. This  gives  r ise  to  a
col lateral  need for  uniform training and certi f ication of  responsible  of f ic ials  and
their  ratings.

(c) Both shipboard systems and external navigational support systems are
required for safe navigation, Visual and electronic aids to navigation are
required for safe all-weather navigation in the vicinity of coastlines and isolated
navigational hazards and in restricted waterways and port areas. LZ_/ There are
internationally recognized standards for navigational aids. However, in many
developing countries, there is a need for obtaining the requisite visual and
electronic aids and for acquiring the capability to operate and maintain them.
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(d) The growth in traff ic  densi ty , ship sise and speed and particularly the
haaardous cargoes in bulk in many parts of the world has highlighted the need for
elsborate ship routing measures. The Convention imposes the obligation on coastal
States, States bordering international straits and archipelag3c  States of the
designation of sea lanes and prescription of traffic separation schemes in the
respective bodies of waters under their jurisdiction, and a corresponding
obligation on other States to use such lanes and schemes. Although internationally
acceptable standards and procedures for these purposes exist, for many  developing
countries the tasks involved require scarce managerial and technical inputs, and
t h e r e f o r e , a need for assistance in this matter arises. There is also a need to
maintain and give due publicity to charts of the areas concerned to satisfy the
requirements of deep draft ships.

(e) Warning systems ore in place and in operation in most States. However ,
some States expressed the need for assistance with respect to considerable
requirements for data reception, skilled manpower for radio communications, and
equipment. There was also a need expressed to assess the relative aosts and
benef i ts  o f  var ious options of  radio  communications,  e .g . ,  ship-shore-ship,
ship-ship,  etc.

(f) The Convention imposes certain obligations on coastal States and other
States with respect to search and rescue oporations (art. 98). International
arrangements for search and rescue are in force and, in many cases, bilateral
agreements or arrangements prevail. But a need arises for many States to have the
capability to execute the agreements or arrangements, to have the necessary vessel
and equipment, and the skilled manpower. There have been significant technological
progress in global maritime distress communications systems through the use of
satellite communications. This raises the need in the case of many developing
countries for obtaining the requisite capability to operate the systems, and also
the necessary equipment and skills.

120. Marine transport activities and ports operation call for a co-ordinatod
institutional arrangement. Separate government agencies dealing with shipping and
port management are quite common. Some States pointed out the danger of a lack of
co-ordination among these separate agencies  and highlighted the need for a
co-ordinated institutional arrangement.

121. Some of the needs for specialized skills have been mentioned above. The need
for management skills themselves has been highlighted by many States. Scholarships
to World Maritime University are awarded; however, the need has been expressed to
expand the scholarship programme and to reinforce training programmes  for
management personnel. The interest of States in the training of maritime personnel
var ies  considerably. Many States see their requirements in terms of manning and
operating ships ‘n their own trades and under their own flag or in a consortium
arrangement. On the other hand, some States assess their requirements from the
goint of  v iew of  being suppliers  or  potential  suppl iers  of  semi-ski l led or  ski l led
personnel for service in ships ’ f other countries.

122. Most developing countries are not in a position to develop a shipping industry
on their own. However, consortium arrangements and revenue-generation from flag

/ .*.
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ship arrangements are quite common. Some developing countries expressed the need
to review such arrangements and study the possibilities of improved terms and
conditions. Many States expressed the need for obtaining vessels end equipment for
speci.al purposes (marine scienti f ic  research, survei l lance,  etc . )  or  the funding
for such vessel and equipment. There is also a need to improve terms and
conditions of the financial remuneration of personnel supplied to ships of other
countries.

123. The need for management information support and for maritime data base has
been highlighted. Such information necessary for marine transportation and port
development covers a wide range, from coastal  characterist ics ,  bathymetry,
hydrography and physicnl oceanography, to international trade requirements and
changing patterns of trade.

124. The seas and beaches provide important recreational uses that can contribute
significantly to the economies of many countries. The usual recreational
activities have spawned a number of additional recreational uses, such as
sport-fishing, boating, water-skiing and scuba-diving. A number of ses resorts,
beach camping facilities, boat ramps, chalets, etc.,  have been built for
entertainment, The development of expansion of recreational uses and the tourism
sector is under way in many countries; however, the impact of recreational
act ivit ies  and construction, as well as the various solid and liquid waste
discharges resulting from these facilities on the marine biota, are yet to be, and
need to be, studied in many developing countries.

125. The impact of tourism and recreational uses on coastal environment are being
studied since the greatest threat to conservation is the human effect - direct or
indirect . Progranunes have been implemented to monitor the impact of proclaiming
small marine reserves along intensively utilised  stretches of coastl ine. Users
included anglers and bait-gatherers, in addition to a greater proportion of
visitors engaged in non-exploitative recreational activities concentrated on sandy
beaches. Among the many reasons for conservation is the need to provide protected
or buffer  areas for  exploited species , thereby maintaining the natural populations
for educational and scientific purposes on the one hand, as well as for
recreational purposes on the other. Steps are being taken to assess threats to
eccsystems  in  reserves , including visitor  pressure, impact of exploitative uses, as
well as the lack of effective management policies. jJ/

VI. INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION

226. The Convention itself in its various parts accords international co-operation
the highest importance and envisages such co-operation by establishing “a legal
order for the seas and oceans which will facilitate international communication,
and will promote the peaceful uses of the seas and oceans, the equitable and
e f f i c i ent  u t i l i za t i on  of  the i r  r esources , the conservation of their  l iving
resources, and the study, protection and preservation of the marine environment.”
(preamble, para. 4).
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127. States are required to co-operate in the management of the oceans and the uses
of  i ts  resources  at subregional , regional and global levels. The need for such
co-operation has been highlighted under the various sections of the present
report. Attention, however, is drawn to the particular need for co-operation in
the field of conservation and management of marine living resources, marine science
and technology and the protection and preservation of the marine environment.
International co-operation is also a meat effective means for the development of
national  capabi l i t ies  of  States . Attempts are being made to establish such
co-operation or to augment the existing level of co-operaticn in a number of
subregions or regions. There is thus A continuing need to provide assistance and
advice to States to strengthen their efforts in this respect. Examples of such
recent efforts towards co-operation may be seen in the efforts made among States
members of the Zone of Peace and Co-operation of the South Atlantic, the States of
the Indian Ocean Marine Affairs Co-operation, and those of the Ministerial
Conference on Fisheries Co-operation among African States bordering the Atlantic
Ocean, and the South Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency, among others. Other examples
are to be seen in the regional fisherias bodies established under the auspices of
FAO and the regional seas prograrnmes  under the sponsorship of the United Nations
Environment Programme.

11 Official Records of the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the
m. v o l . XVII (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.84.V.3),  document
A/CONF.62/122.

21 Edward L. Miles, “Concepts, approaches and applications in sea-use
planning and. management”, Pcean D%V%lGRmQnt  and International Law, v o l . 20, 1989.

91 Commonwealth Secretariat, Ocean Management: ARegional Persnective,
Commonwealth Secretariat, London, 1984. Report by a Comrnonwaalth Group of Experts
on Maritime Issues reflecting the challenges facing Governments of Commonwealth
col,ntries of Asia and the Pacific.

41 See parts XIII and XIV of the Convention (see note I., above). See also
Final Act of the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea
(A/CONF.62/121),  annex VI. Qff&ial  Records of the Third United Nations Conference
pn the Law of the Sea, vol. 17  (1984),  p. 149 .

51 Commonwealth Secretariat, Ocean Managgment,  op. cit.

21 Some developing countries have allopted legislative measures to encourage
foreign investments;  for  example, “Off short! Hydrocarbon Act” by China, “Marine
Mineral Act” by India, and the “Fishery Management Acts” of a number of countries
fal l  under this  category. Costa Rica has an innovative rhgime which involves four
stages: surveying of the coastal and offshore areas, plan:ring f o r  the  a l l o ca t i on
of  concessions, granting concessions for private exploitation *tiith  the payment of
“rent” , and monitoring and surveillance of the concession contracts,
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Notea (continued)

B/ These conventions included: the 1973 International Convention for the
Prevention of Pollution from Shipe, aa revised by the 1978 Protocol; the 1972
Convention for the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping from Ships and
Aircraft1 the 1969  International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution
Damage8 the 1969 International Convention relating to Intervention on the High Seas
in ca8es of oil pollution casualtieel and the 1973 Protocol relating to
Intervention on the High Seas in cases  of marine pollution by substancea  other than
o i l .

21 Commonwealth Secretariat, Ocean# -*

UNESCO Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission, Q9gan  Seiapce for u
(SC.831D.  130/A, 1984).

II/ Example, experiment in Tonga with Norwegian technology.

w Commonwealth Secretariat, Dceen# ao.9

w g, vol. 12,  No. 4 (19891,  p, 332.


